the biggest adventure you can ever take is to live the life of your dreams, let us help to protect the life you’ve created

weather protection and sun control

solutions
Your home’s windows and doors are the exchange point between interior and exterior environments, inviting in the light, fresh air and a visual connection to nature. These glass areas can have a big impact on your sense of well being. Yet they are also very vulnerable to winter heat loss, excess solar exposure and the ravages of the weather, all of which can affect your comfort and your finances.

Catastrophic weather is not something we want to think about everyday. But when such storms strike, failure of the glass areas in the envelope of the building could put your family at risk of personal injury and significant financial loss. Insurance coverage has become costly to maintain and high wind deductibles could result in large out-of-pocket expense. And, even the best insurance policy won’t replace lost peace of mind.

What follows is an offering of practical solutions that can make your home a safer and healthier environment, more energy efficient and more comfortable. These product concepts will expand the way you use your home and bring style to interior and exterior spaces.

Shade & Shutter Systems* … Doing something about it since 1990.

*A trusted vendor for major insurance companies serving coastal homeowners.
"...I can’t express how thrilled we are with our new rollshutters. We use them as an everyday part of our lives for sun control in the day in addition to security at night or when we’re away. We now have peace of mind that our home can withstand the brunt of any storm..."

Dyane S., W. Barnstable, MA
“The peace of mind and convenience that those shutters bring is beyond what you can imagine until you have them and use them.”
- Nancy K., Bristol, RI

rollshutters

high wind
blowing debris
sand blasting
water penetration
heat loss, drafts
code compliance
new construction

solutions

www.shadeandshutter.com
solutions
privacy
peace of mind
seasonal closure
security
insurance savings
burglary protection

Safety and Security
Rollshutters form an impenetrable barrier over your windows and doors, giving you a high level of personal safety and privacy. Conveniently operated from the interior of your home, options include electric or manual controls, plus digitally-timed or weather sensor controls for around-the-clock protection. Motor operated shutters with electronic controls can also be integrated into home automation systems. Rollshutters are a vital part of any truly effective security system, providing peace of mind whether you are at home, or away.
rollshutters

Sun Control

Sun Control
Block the summer sun from entering and reduce cooling costs. Rollshutters are the ultimate exterior window treatment, adjustable for light filtering or total room darkening.

23% more energy savings than interior shades or blinds.

Motor controls include sun sensors and options for integration into home automation controls.

solutions
light control
reduced noise
security
privacy
room darkening
lower energy costs

www.shadeandshutter.com
VuSafe, the “clear” alternative to plywood and expensive impact windows

Safer and easier to use and store, our exclusive VuSafe™ storm panel systems have been designed with the end-user in mind. Tough polycarbonate panels let the light shine in when the power goes out. When storms threaten, panels are quickly fitted into pre-installed attachment channels practically unnoticed on your home’s exterior.

Ideal for screen porches and seasonal closure.

solutions

user friendly
insurance approved
code compliance
economical
An oasis of shade
Our versatile awning systems represent the finest in sun control engineering, filtering the sun to create a safe and beautiful way for you to expand outdoor living. Choose from several models of wind resistant awning frames and beautiful fabric covers. With the ShadePlus optional rolldown valance, afternoon sun is no longer a problem. Manual or motor controls make it easy to use, simply turn the crank or touch the switch and start enjoying.
blur the line between indoors and outdoors
balcony and deck railings
outdoor kitchen areas
privacy screening
portico and veranda enclosures

solutions
control sun, wind and rain
provide security
wind-rated
precision controlled louvered panels

weatherwell

exterior louver shutters
Outdoor Living
solutions
comfort
energy savings
mosquito protection
privacy

Centor Sliding Screen
Walls cover large spans with effortless ease giving you a protected connection to the outdoor environment.

Habitat Screens offer roll-up fabrics retained in a unique zip track. Choose insect screening or solar control fabrics and motorized or manual operation.
interior solar shading
Comfort and Sun Control

solutions
control light and heat transfer
enhance privacy
protect art and furnishings
save on energy costs
expansive fabric options

Q Motion®
Interior solar screening with breakthrough technology. Wireless operation powered with off-the-shelf batteries and ready to integrate into your home automation system.

Comfortex®
Advanced cellular shading fabrics for windows, doors, skylights and sunrooms. Motorized and manual-cordless operation.

BTX®
For more demanding applications, a full range of commercial and residential solar screen fabrics and hardware solutions.

www.shadeandshutter.com
storm & weather protection
sun control
outdoor living
security & privacy

solutions